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Abstract

Temporal graphs capture the development of relationships within data throughout time. This
model fits naturally within a streaming architecture, where new events can be inserted directly
into the graph upon arrival from a data source, being compared to related entities or historical
state. However, the vast majority of graph processing systems only consider traditional graph
analysis on static data, with some outliers supporting batched updating and temporal analysis across
graph snapshots. In this work we define a temporal graph model which can be updated via event
streams and discuss the challenges of distribution and graph maintenance. To solve these challenges,
we introduce Raphtory, a distributed temporal graph management system which maintains the
full graph history in-memory, leveraging this to insert streamed events directly into the model
without batching or centralise ordering. Raphtory additionally provides an API to perform both
approximative analysis on the most up-to-date version of the graph, as well as temporal analysis
throughout its full history; executed in parallel with ingestion.
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1. Introduction1

Graphs are a powerful abstraction that can represent complex interconnectivity between enti-2

ties within data, as well as model a variety of theoretical and practical problems. Graphs have3

applications within a multitude of domains, notably finance, epidemiology, telecommunications,4

social network analysis and more. By superseding the base graph model with that of a temporal5

graph[1], we may additionally capture the evolving interconnectivity of entities within the under-6

lying dataset over time; a noted desire of many graph practitioners[2]. This unlocks a breadth of7

analytical possibilities by expanding on standard graph algorithms, such as providing congestion8

aware GPS navigation via temporal shortest path[3]. Furthermore, this model fits naturally with9

real-time graph analysis and algorithms (e.g. within a streaming architecture), so that new events10

are inserted into the graph upon arrival, being compared to related entities or historical state.11

For instance, the e-commerce site Alibaba ingests all new sales into a graph of the previous weeks12

transactions to monitor for fraud[4].13

Scalability is the main barrier faced by graph practitioners and researchers [5], as graph al-14

gorithms are very intensive in memory and computation resources. There has been substantial15

development in distributed graph processing systems that can scale vertically in order to enable16

large-scale graph analysis. Current systems focus primarily on static graph analysis (e.g Pregel[6],17

GraphLab[7] & PowerGraph[8]). However, in many business sectors such as the example above,18

graph snapshots quickly lose relevance, requiring a fresh snapshot with new updates to be updated19
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and processed quickly to obtain relevant results. Newer systems have begun to buck this trend,20

ingesting streams of data whilst maintaining an in-memory graph model (e.g. Kineograph [9] and21

Weaver [10]). These, however, batch changes into coarse snapshots and fail to explore the rich22

temporal dimension prevalent in their event-driven data streams.23

In this paper we introduce Raphtory, a distributed system that enables scalable temporal graph24

analysis from live data streams. Raphtory is based on a temporal graph model that captures the25

history of changes to each graph vertex and edge, rather than full snapshots. The system can26

ingest multiple streams of events, creating and updating a distributed temporal graph from that27

information. We describe in the paper how Raphtory addresses the system challenges to maintain28

in-memory the temporal graph; The graph is split into a set of partitions; each partition within29

Raphtory manages the full history of the vertices and edges it is assigned, inserting any new updates30

into the correct chronological position, without centralised synchronisation for updates. The system31

manages the ever growing history of the graph by compressing and offsetting older changes to long32

term storage until they are requested for later analysis. Graph analysis can be performed on the33

latest version of the graph or at any point in its history, with Raphtory dynamically retrieving34

offset data as required; opaque from the users perspective.35

The rest of this paper is organised as follows: Section 2 analyses established graph processing36

systems and attempts in other disciplines to define a temporal graph. Section 3 presents our37

temporal graph model and the semantics for ingesting updates via a stream. Section 4 discusses38

the challenges of distributing this model, from both a maintenance and processing perspective.39

Section 5 describes the Raphtory model in full and how these challenges have been addressed.40

Section 6 contains the preliminary evaluation of Raphtory, investigating scalability of throughput41

when increasing the number of partitions and data ingesting Graph Routers. This is then followed42

with an extended evaluation plan, and several proposed use cases. Finally, section 7 concludes and43

discusses the future goals of the Raphtory project.44

2. Related Work45

2.1. Graph Processing Systems46

Traditionally, distributed graph processing systems have been based primarily on Pregel’s[6]47

‘think like a vertex’ paradigm. This is a bulk synchronous parallel[11] programming model in which48

each vertex is viewed as an autonomous entity, storing information about itself and its outgoing49

edges, executing in iterative batches known as supersteps. Vertices may not access each others data,50

but may send messages/updates which are queued on the receiving vertex and processed in the next51

iteration; allowing vertices to execute independently and easing distribution. Several variations52

of this paradigm have also been proposed, notably, PowerGraph’s[8] Gather Apply Scatter (GAS)53

model and edge-centric computing; moving the function off the vertex, allow high degree nodes to be54

partitioned. Or, alternatively, GraphLabs[7] ‘datagraph’ which replaces superstep restrictions with55

a dynamic scheduler and stringent consistently constraints, allowing multiple vertex functions to run56

asynchronously and access each others data. As well as existing independently, these programming57

models have found prominence as extensions to general purpose distributed processing frameworks,58

namely GraphX[12] for Apache Spark[13] and Gelly for Apache Flink[14]. All of these systems,59

however, focus on processing of static data, making no concessions for updating the graph without60

rebuilding or enabling temporal analysis.61

Extending from these, Kineograph[9] maintains an in-memory graph, ingesting a stream of62

updates via a set of ‘ingestion nodes’ which forward the update to ‘graph nodes’ storing affected63
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entities. These updates are recorded within a global progress table which periodically requests a64

graph snapshot be generated, which can then be analysed offline. This works effectively as micro65

batching, allowing the user to strike a balance between reasonable timeliness and higher throughput.66

However, as update acknowledgement requires feedback between the ingestion and storage nodes,67

alongside a global singleton, large batches are required for the system to remain viable. To minimise68

this, update order is based on processing time, ignoring event time and meaning the snapshots may69

differ drastically if the stream were re-ingested. Additionally, snapshotting reduces the granularity70

of temporal data to that of the snapshot window, meaning the order of updates within this period71

are lost. Weaver [10] attempts to improve on this architecture by generating ‘happens before’72

relations between all updates, utilising coarse ingestion timestamps where possible and refining73

these via a centralised ordering oracle when a clash occurs. However, whilst the oracle is meant to74

be lightweight when intervening, it has been shown to bottleneck the system in practice[15].75

ImmortalGraph [16] looks at how to efficiently store a graph’s history on disk, presenting ‘snap-76

shot groups’ and the Locality-Aware Batch Scheduling (LABS). Snapshot Groups maintain a full77

snapshot for the start of an assigned time-range and an update log containing all changes up until78

the end. This allows the graph to be queried at any given point in its history, whilst never ex-79

ceeding a user set threshold for graph construction. These are replicated on disk to provide both80

high spacial-locality (placing neighbours within the same snapshot in close proximity) and high81

temporal-locality (all versions of a vertex stored consecutively), with the LABS engine picking the82

most appropriate given the desired use case. Alternatively, Version Traveller [17] provides ‘arbitrary83

local version switching’ between snapshots of a graph, computing the next snapshot from the cur-84

rent by combining it with a delta representing the difference between the two. Deltas are typically85

much smaller than the full graph and can often be cached in memory, incurring significantly less86

overhead than loading from disk. Both of these system, however, are implemented with an offline87

perspective, executing on static data repositories.88

Chronograph [18] combines components of all these systems, providing a dynamic graph model89

which allows concurrent modifications via an unbound stream of updates. This is enabled by90

instantiating vertices as actors[19] and performing local event sourcing, where each vertex logs its91

changes and that of its outgoing edges. A global log is then only required to maintain vertex creation92

and deletion order, minimising bottlenecks. Various computation models may then execute on top93

of this, performing online approximations on the live dynamic graph and offline batch processing94

on consistent snapshots. However, whilst this permits temporal analysis via snapshot comparison,95

the history is not maintained in-memory and snapshots must be recomputed from the stored logs.96

2.2. Temporal Networks97

As established distributed graph processing systems focus primarily on snapshot comparison for98

temporal analysis, it appeared appropriate to investigate how temporal graphs have been proposed99

and formalised, as well as understand the manner in which temporal information is traditionally100

stored. Having many mutli-disciplinary applications a range of models are available in the literature101

under various pseudonym’s such as temporal networks [1] and evolving graphs [20]. These are,102

therefore, explored to discuss all desirable characteristics, noting possible expansions.103

In [21] the authors present a directed graph where each edge is labelled to show the initial time104

of connection between the source and destination vertices. These labels may then be used to find105

‘time-respecting paths’ throughout the graph where a hop can only proceed if the time on the next106

edge is non-decreasing. This assumes that travel along an edge is instantaneous and overlooks the107

possibility of edge deletion. Graph’s in [22] instead label edges with a range of time to include108
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this feature. This could, however, be expanded further to allow multiple ranges if edges are to be109

re-added. Additionally, whilst not included in the model, vertex deletion is discussed within the110

context of connectivity problems/reachability. Another possible expansion would, therefore, be to111

track the time at which vertices are added and removed from the graph to encompass such analysis.112

Instead of the explicit time range described in [22], Time-Varying Graphs implemented within113

[23] provide an edge presence function over a defined graph lifetime, returning true if the edge is114

present within the graph at a specific point, or false if it is absent; enabling multiple ranges. This115

work also introduces mutli-value labels, where each vertex and edge may have a set of properties116

associated with it. These properties allow several edges to be set between a pair of vertices, as long as117

they have different property values, creating a temporal multi-graph. Unfortunately, because of this,118

these values must remain constant throughout the graphs lifetime. A clear area for improvement119

is, therefore, to allow label values to change throughout time, storing all previous versions. In a120

similar vein to the edge presence function, [24] provides an approximate view of the temporal graph121

at a time t, over a set of time labelled edge triples. This is defined as G(t) = V (t), E(t), where E(t)122

is the set of edges created prior to time t and V (t) the unique vertices they connect.123

3. Temporal Graph Model124

The first step to providing a system which maintains an updatable in-memory temporal graph125

is to formalise the model. In this section we present such a model, expanding on those seen in126

Section 2 to provide a full history of structural and property changes within the graph, as well as127

functions to view the graph at any given point in its lifetime. We additionally define the semantics128

for modifying graph state via a stream of updates, encompassing the addition/removal of vertices129

and edges as well as updating their associated properties.130

3.1. Proposed Model131

A static graph G consists of a pair G=〈V,E〉 where V is the set of all vertices V={v1, v2, . . . , vn}132

and E is the set of all edges E={〈vi, vj〉, 〈vk, vl〉, . . . , 〈vm, vn〉}. An edge in this model is defined as an133

ordered pair of vertices 〈vi, vj〉, depicting directed relationships between vertices in V ; thus 〈vi, vj〉 6=134

〈vj , vi〉. E may contain looping edges where the source and destination are the same (〈vi, vi〉), but135

E cannot contain multiple edges with the same source and destination ({〈vj , vk〉, 〈vj , vk〉}). We136

refer to both vertex and edges as graph entities Y = V ∪ E. To store meta data for each vertex137

and edge we define a set of m keys K = {k1, k2, . . . , km} and define properties of entities using key138

value pairs (where if not set, the value is null). We define the property for key ki on entity y as139

pyi = valuei or pyi = ∅ if no value is set.140

Moving into a dynamic setting where the graph is no longer static and will be updated over141

time, the graph G=〈V,E〉 would instead be defined as G(t)=〈V (t), E(t)〉; where t is a specific point142

within the graphs lifetime; t0 <= t <= tn. This begins with the time of initialisation (t0) where143

V (t0) = ∅ and E(t0) = ∅, and ends at tn which denotes the time of the most recent change. G(t0)144

is, therefore, the earliest version of the graph and G(tn) the most up-to-date graph; referred to145

as the ‘live graph’. Within this range n updates will have been applied, each at a unique time146

t1, t2, . . . , tn. Whilst t may equal any of these, it is not limited to their discrete values and may147

specify a time in-between them. In this instance, G(t) will be exactly the graph G(ti) where ti is148

the largest value within the set of update times such that ti <= t; i.e. G(t) is the graph seen at149

the most recent change just before time t. Within G(t), V (t) contains all vertices within the graph150
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at time t and E(t) all the edges. Furthermore, for key ki ∈ K then pyi (t) will return the associated151

value for entity y at time t (if one exists).152

A temporal graph, therefore encompasses all observed graphs G(t) from t0 (the initial graph)153

to tn (the most recently observed graph). It is useful to define VT , the set of all unique ver-154

tices which have existed within the graph VT = V (t0) ∪ V (t1) . . . ∪ V (tn), ET , the set of all155

unique edges ET = E(t0) ∪ E(t1) ∪ . . . ∪ E(tn) and GT = 〈VT , ET 〉. To record the times at156

which entities have joined or left the graph each vertex and edge is assigned a history Hy =157 {
〈ti, created〉, 〈tj , deleted〉, . . . , 〈tl, created〉

}
, where each modification to an entity’s state is repre-158

sented as a pair containing the new state (either created or deleted) alongside a timestamp of when159

the change occurred; allowing for chronological ordering. As with the dynamic graph, the state of160

an entity at a given time t is the same as the nearest change point before t, that is 〈tm, statem〉 for161

the largest value of m such that tm ≤ t; e.g. in the above example, Hy(t) = created if ti ≤ t < tj .162

Therefore, an entity is considered present or absent for a set time range, or several time ranges if163

removed and re-added. Hy includes all of these ranges, however, a subset of the history may also164

be garnered by specifying a start and end point of interest e.g. Hy(t, t′) where t0 ≤ t < t′ ≤ tn.165

In addition to the structural history stored in H, for an entity y and a key ki the property pyi now166

contains a value history pyi = {〈tj , valuej〉, 〈tk, valuek〉, . . . , 〈tl, valuel〉}, specifying the sequence of167

values associated with the key and the time at which the change occurred. If the property for ki168

has never been set for y then pyi = ∅. As with the changes in entity state, the value for a property169

at a given time t is equal to the closest update anterior to t; e.g. pyi (t) = valuej if tj ≤ t < tk.170

These structural and property histories can then be combined to create the overall history of the171

graph. Thus, the temporal graph can provide a view of the data at any chosen point in time t,172

unlike many previous systems which can only provide snapshots at coarse intervals. This is done173

by recreating the equivalent graph view G(t)=〈V (t), E(t)〉 where V (t) and E(t) contain all vertices174

and edges present at time t. Note, as the combination of source and destination are an edges unique175

identifier, there is no way to disambiguate between recreating an edge and inserting a new edge176

between the same two vertices (creating a multi-graph). If the latter was desired this would have177

to be managed via an edges associated properties.178

3.2. Update Semantics179

Updates to this temporal graph come in the form of an unbound stream of events {〈t1, a1〉,180

〈t2, a2〉, . . . , 〈tn, an〉}, where each event depicts an action (see Table 1) and the time of its occurrence.181

Actions fall into three categories: Entity Addition - creation of a vertex or edge; Entity Removal182

- deletion of a vertex or edge; Entity Update - changing the value for an entities properties. By183

applying all updates until a given update time ti, a graph G(ti) may be created from the stream184

{〈t1, a1〉, 〈t2, a2〉, . . . , 〈ti, ai〉}.185

As the stream is unbounded, stream ingestion becomes the problem of applying a new action186

an+1 at time tn+1. We make the formal requirement tn+1 > tn to avoid the ambiguity that could187

arise if an insertion and deletion of the same entity occurred at the same time. In addition to this188

restriction, before an action can be applied its preconditions must be satisfied as it may otherwise189

leave the graph in an inconsistent state. For example, if an+1 requests the removal of an edge, this190

can only be considered valid if the edge exists at time tn. The full list of these preconditions can191

be seen in Table 1.192

Entity Addition.193

For the addition of a given vertex v, it must first be checked if v ∈ VT . If v has never been a194

member of the graph, VT is updated to include this new member VT := VT ∪ v; a history is then195
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assigned to v specifying the time of its creation Hv={〈tn+1, created〉}. If v ∈ VT we check if the196

current status is deleted and if so add this new update into the history Hv := Hv ∪ 〈tn+1, created〉.197

If the current state is already created the update is considered invalid and is abandoned.198

Edge addition is similar to this, where if an edge 〈vi, vj〉 is to be added we must first check that199

vi and vj are present in VT and currently created. If this is not the case the addition is rejected. If200

these are present, we may then check if 〈vi, vj〉 ∈ ET , dictating if the edge requires insertion into201

ET or if its history requires appending, in the same fashion as described for vertex addition.202

Entity Removal.203

For an edge to be eligible for removal it must first be present within the graph. If so, no204

information is actually deleted, instead its history is appended with a deleted state at the time at205

which the update occurred. For example, for an edge e deleted at time tn+1, its history would be206

updated as follows: He := He ∪ 〈tn+1, deleted〉. Vertex removal is executed in the same manner,207

but requires an additional step to remove all present edges within E with the vertex as a source208

or destination, as these are now considered hanging edges. This is completed by appending their209

history with a deleted state at the time of vertex removal.210

Entity Properties and Updates.211

Entity properties are established and updated during the creation of vertices and edges, as well212

as, standalone update commands. In the former case, the addition of an entity y will come with a213

set of one or more key value pairs, specifying the properties to update and their new values. Take214

the case of a single property update uy
i = 〈ki, valuei〉 arriving at time tn+1. This will be added215

onto the history of ki for entity y, that is pyi := pyi ∪ 〈tn+1, valuei〉. Multiply properties can be216

updated together in the obvious way. Note, this means that entities may both change the values of217

established properties over time as well as gain new properties (if pyi = ∅ when the update occurs).218

Property history may, therefore, vary in temporal depth, with their value prior to the point of219

inception defaulting to ∅ to remove ambiguity.220

Property updates separate from entity addition are analogous to this but, must first confirm221

if the entity is present within YT and set to created at time tn. This is necessary as an entity222

must first be created before its properties can be updated and, in a similar vein, property values223

should not change if the entity is currently removed from the graph. It should also be noted here224

that changes to the entity state (creation or deletion) do not effect its associated properties unless225

explicitly specified.226

4. Challenges of Distribution227

4.1. Model Distribution and Maintenance228

With the model described in Section 3 in mind, to be able to expand past the limits of vertical229

scaling and handle the large graphs generated by modern data demands, it must be implemented in a230

distributed fashion; this comes with several challenges which must be overcome. Firstly, in practice,231

scalability through distribution is synonymous with graph partitioning; splitting the graph into232

manageable chunks for each machine. It must, therefore, be decided what a temporal graph partition233

consists of and the strategy for splitting the overall graph whilst retaining high data locality (e.g.234

edge-cut or vertex-cut, as described in PowerGraph[8]). However, unlike PowerGraph, partitioning235

a temporal graph has the additional complexity of managing trade-offs between structural locality236

(proximity to neighbours) and temporal locality (proximity to an entities history) as assessed in237

ImmortalGraph [16]. Furthermore, establishing a viable partitioning strategy for a graph built from238
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Table 1: Table of events for an update at time tn+1

Event Type Parameters Preconditions Effect
Add Vertex v, 〈ki, valuei〉 v /∈ VT Hv={〈tn+1, created〉} &
(new vertex) pvi := pvi ∪ {〈tn+1, valuei〉}

Add Vertex v, 〈ki, valuei〉 v ∈ VT & Hv(tn) = deleted Hv := Hv ∪ 〈tn+1, created〉 &
(established vertex) pvi := pvi ∪ {〈tn+1, valuei〉}

Add Edge e=〈vi, vj〉, 〈kl, valuel〉 e /∈ ET He={〈tn+1, created〉}
(new edge) vi ∈ VT & Hvi (tn) = created pel := pel ∪ {〈tn+1, valuel〉}

vj ∈ VT & Hvj (tn) = created

Add Edge e=〈vi, vj〉, 〈kl, valuel〉 e ∈ ET & He(tn) = deleted He:=He ∪ 〈tn+1, created〉
(established edge) vi ∈ VT & Hvi (tn) = created pel := pel ∪ {〈tn+1, valuel〉}

vj ∈ VT & Hvj (tn) = created

Remove Edge e=〈vi, vj〉 e ∈ ET & He(tn) = created He:=He ∪ 〈tn+1, deleted〉

Remove Vertex v v ∈ VT & Hv(tn) = created Hv :=Hv ∪ 〈tn+1, deleted〉
Remove all edges containing v

Update Property y, 〈ki, valuei〉 y ∈ YT & Hy(tn) = created pyi := pyi ∪ {〈tn+1, valuei〉}

a stream of updates is difficult as it cannot be prepartitioned and, if not actively managed, data239

locality will slowly degrade as more entities are added[25].240

Secondly, unlike single machine systems which can maintain global state, distributed systems241

must continuously synchronise between machines which share state to minimise inconsistencies.242

Within a distributed graph this shared state comes in the form of entities which have been cut243

by the partitioning algorithm and must be copied on to all machines where they are utilised.244

This can be mitigated with higher data locality, but irrelevant of the chosen partitioning strategy,245

a distributed graph will inadvertently have some entities spanning multiple partitions. It must,246

therefore, be decided how to manage/propagate updates affecting such entities. For example, if247

an edge-cut partitioning strategy were utilised, edges with the source and destination on different248

machines would require synchronisation whenever an update to their state or properties occurred.249

Furthermore, the effect of this requirement is multiplied for the removal of vertices which could250

potentially have millions of edges spanning the entire cluster, all of which would require notification251

of the removal.252

In conjunction with synchronisation, updates coming into the system may arrive out of order.253

Whilst this is often due to unavoidable factors such as random network delay between partitions, it is254

also exacerbated by mechanisms for increased throughput, such as concurrent ingestion or multiple255

data sources. The update semantics above encompass all possible changes, but their prerequisites256

are based on strict assumptions of serial ingestion and processing. A distributed environment,257

therefore, breaks these constraints meaning additional handling of updates is required to ensure258

they are not processed incorrectly or dropped unnecessarily. For instance, if an edge add were to259

arrive before the addition of its source vertex, the update would be incorrectly abandoned. Previous260

systems have solved this problem by blocking update insertion until they can be correctly ordered,261

e.g. Kineograph’s[9] epoch micro-batching or via centralised ordering e.g. Weavers[10] oracle.262

These are, however, sub-optimal with the former generating a high degree of staleness within the263
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latest version of the graph, not truly representing the live data, and the latter bottlenecking the264

system, restricting its ability to scale[15]. This should, therefore, be solved in a manner which265

allows updates to be processed as soon as they arrive, providing the least staleness for any ongoing266

analysis, without relying on a central entity for a ground truth.267

Finally, in addition to the problems of distribution, the above model makes no concessions for268

memory utilisation when placed within real machines. This is an issue for all in-memory systems,269

where even with a large cluster of servers, as the data grows the memory limitations are eventu-270

ally reached. However, this is even more of a factor here as all updates and previous property271

values are maintained in-memory. The model must, therefore, be implemented in a manner which272

minimises the per-update memory footprint, without compromising readability of an entities his-273

tory/neighbour list during analysis [16]. Furthermore, protocols should be established to govern274

what history is retained in memory and what is offset onto more permanent offline storage; this275

should then be able to be retrieved at a later date if required for processing.276

4.2. Analysis277

Whilst the distribution and maintenance of the graph is an important milestone, it must also be278

processable, which comes with its own set of unique challenges. Inline with the previous discussion279

on immediate insertion of updates, the processing model should enable continuous analysis of the280

graph, ensuring that these updates are included in a timely manner. If this were not the case, the281

returned results could be as stale as if ingestion had taken several minutes. This will also provide282

an ongoing log of metrics, showing how the graph is changing in near real-time. A balance must be283

struck here, however, as executing too quickly may yield an incorrect result, due to delayed updates284

or unsynchronised state.285

In contrast to timely analysis on new updates, as this is a temporal graph, it should also be286

possible to perform analysis on the state at any point throughout its history. Given this history may287

be either in-memory or stored on disk, the retrieval and analysis of offline data must be managed288

in a way which does not interfere with the maintenance of the in-memory graph. Furthermore, to289

streamline comparison between different historic points, this process should be opaque from the290

users perspective, allowing the same algorithms to be run on the live graph and history on disk.291

Finally, one of the largest overheads for the deployment of distributed analysis is the time taken292

to re-ingest data[26], which for many systems has to happen every time the code-base is altered as it293

must be recompiled. This is an major issue during prototyping, as it bottlenecks the development294

cycles, but more importantly means that if their was a need to change some ongoing analysis,295

the graph would be offline for an undetermined period of time. It should, therefore, be possible to296

submit new tasks without producing downtime for the graph. In a similar vein, so that the incoming297

data does not have to be ingested into multiple deployments, concurrent algorithms should be able298

to execute on the graph, each returning their own results to the user.299

5. Raphtory300

To address these challenges we introduce Raphtory, a system which maintains temporal graphs301

over a distributed set of partitions, ingesting and processing parallel updates in near real-time.302

Raphtory’s architecture (see Figure 1) is based on the actor model[19], a conceptual framework303

where ‘actors’ are the primitive unit of computation. Actors have no shared state, communicating304

via typed messages which determine the next action to be carried out by the receiver; normally305

sending messages to other actors or changing their internal state in some manner. Raphtory’s core306
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Figure 1: Raphtory Architecture Overview

actor types consist of Graph Routers and Graph Partition Managers. Graph Routers attach to a307

given input stream and convert raw data into one of the update types established in Section 3.2,308

forwarding this to the Graph Partition Manager handling the affected entity. Graph Partition309

Managers contain a partition of the overall graph, split in an edge-cut fashion. As updates arrive310

via the pool of Graph Routers the Manager will insert them into the histories of affected entities311

at the correct chronological position. This removes the need for centralised synchronisation, as312

commands may be executed in any given arrival order whilst resulting in the same history. To313

deal with memory constraints Partition Managers both compress older history and set an absolute314

threshold for memory usage. If this threshold is met a cutoff point is established, requiring all315

updates prior to this time to be transferred to offline storage. This additionally has the benefit of316

acting as a backup mechanism allowing partitions to be recovered if the Manager was to crash.317

Once established and ingesting the selected input, analysis on the graph is permitted via Live318

Analysis Managers. These connect to the cluster, broadcasting requests to all Partition Managers319

who execute the algorithm in Bulk Synchronous Parallel supersteps, returning partial results after320

each iteration. Analysis may be completed on the live graph, or any point back through its history,321

with Raphtory handling the retrieval of data which has been pushed to disk. Additionally, multiple322

Analysis Managers may operate concurrently on the graph with previously unseen algorithms com-323

piled at run-time, thus allowing modification of ongoing analysis without re-ingesting the data. In324

this section we explain each of these components in detail, as well as, introducing the Raphtory API325

which allows users to ingest their own data, parse this into graph updates, and compute analysis326

on the resulting graph.327

5.1. Graph Router328

Graph Routers are the point of ingestion for raw data/events, converting these into the graph329

update operations defined in Section 3.2. Routers forward each extracted operation to the Partition330

Manager storing the effected entity. All commands generated by Graph Routers are assigned331

a timestamp, which Graph Partition Managers use to place the command correctly within the332

history of all affected entities. By default, this timestamp is created via time fields within the raw333

data, under the assumption that the events were originally in the correct order at the source. This334

allows Graph Routers to operate without synchronising and means events can be read in across335

a range of time periods in parallel, with the temporal graph ordering them accordingly. If such336
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a field is not present within the data, Graph Routers may alternatively utilise their own internal337

clock to create a timestamp, synchronised via the Precision Time Protocol (PTP) [27]. However,338

allocating timestamps in this way means events must be ingested in the same order to generate339

the same temporal graph. To enable message routing, Raphtory maintains a global partitioning340

algorithm which decides where each vertex is stored; currently a hash partition, as this requires341

no state and can scale along with the number of Routers and Partition Managers. Graph Routers342

process events independently, allowing the resources allocated for ingestion to match the magnitude343

of data throughput, by adding or removing Routers from the pool as required.344

5.1.1. Temporal Windows and Property Decay345

By default, a fire and forget protocol is established for outgoing commands, thus allowing Routers346

to remain stateless. However, as entity removal is not always prevalent in real world datasets, Graph347

Routers also provide facilities for ‘temporal windowing’. A temporal window specifies a period of348

time within which all vertices and edges within the live graph must have been either added or349

updated; entities outside of this window are no longer considered part of the graph, and a removal350

is inserted into their history. This has several use cases, and can drastically change the structure351

of a graph by varying the window size. For example, if investigating the popularity of users within352

a social network over time, those with tens of millions of followers may always reach high in the353

listing. By pruning inactive entities, smaller users rising quickly in popularity will become much354

easier to extract. Furthermore, by varying the window size from minutes to months, an analyst will355

be able to experiment with both short and long term patterns within their data[28].356

To provide this facility, each Router may be set to track all entities is has extracted from parsed357

messages and the last time they were seen. Entities which have not appeared for a defined period358

of time can then be ‘pushed’ out of the live graph by sending a removal command to its containing359

Partition Manager. As Routers operate independently and may receive messages with the same360

entities, it is possible for a Router starved of messages containing a given entity to generate erroneous361

removals. Partition Mangers, therefore, sanity check these updates, ignoring those effecting entities362

which have received event based updates within the defined timeout window.363

A softer form of windowing is also provided within Raphtory via ‘Entity decay’. This operates364

in a similar manner, but instead of pushing entities out of the graph, the Router updates their365

properties with a decreased value. After an update is sent, the timer can be reset, allowing for nu-366

merous rounds of decay to occur. Continuing the example above, the router may decay a weighting367

on each edge within the graph, allowing newer edges to contribute the majority of a users ranking,368

but older connections to still have some effect. Removal is also possible here if desired, where once369

the values of the defined properties drop below a designated threshold, or the number of decay370

iterations reaches an upper bound, the router will issue a removal for the entity.371

5.1.2. Modelling Data Sources372

To streamline data ingestion, event sources in Raphtory are modelled as Data Spouts. An event373

source in this context can range from databases and file repositories to streaming API’s and message374

queuing systems. A Data Spout will perform the initial connection required to access data within one375

of these sources, consuming tuples/events and distributing to the Graph Routers in a standardised376

manner. Data Spouts are fully decoupled, enabling parallel ingestion from multiple heterogeneous377

sources, with spouts permitted to join and leave the cluster at run-time. This is useful when reading378

from repositories which are geographically separate or when joining a new distinct source with one379
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already established within the graph. Data Spouts send events to all Routers, load balancing via380

Round-Robin.381

5.2. Graph Partition Manager382

Graph Partition Managers are Raphtory’s core component, each storing a partition of the overall383

in-memory graph. These partitions contain a unique set of vertices and their incoming/outgoing384

edges, each with their own structural and property histories. Partition Managers are responsible for385

maintaining up-to-date histories, completing analysis requests and performing incremental backups386

for these entities; delegating these tasks to three sub-components, the Writer, Reader and Archivist.387

Writers are in charge of handing updates to the state of the graph, inserting these into the history388

of effected entities. Readers handle requests for analysis, executing the provided algorithm and389

returning the results. Archivists then work in the background, persisting new data to permanent390

storage and archiving the older entities to alleviate memory constraints.391

5.2.1. Entity Storage Singleton392

As the Writer, Reader and Archivist may need to access the same entities concurrently, all393

vertices and edges are contained within the Partition Managers storage singleton which ensures394

safe operational interleaving. Entities within the singleton are stored as objects which contain its395

meta data (such as its ID), its structural history and a map of its associated properties. Entity396

history is maintained via a red-black tree, providing fast access when reading the history and397

efficient insertion time for delayed or out of sequence commands. Property objects within the398

associated properties map mirror this structure, containing the property key and their own tree399

based history of previous values. All entity objects are then stored within a TrieMap[29], which400

provides concurrent, thread-safe and lock-free access.401

Raphtory’s in-memory graph is split in an edge-cut fashion, with each vertex stored fully within402

one partition and edges managed primarily by the Graph Partition Manager storing its source403

vertex. If the destination vertex is contained within the same partition, an edge is considered404

‘local’; if it is in another partition the edge is considered ‘split’. In the case of split edges, a ‘ghost’405

copy of the edge is maintained by the Partition Manager storing the destination vertex, allowing406

both to access its state. Split edges are stored in the same fashion as a local edge, but additionally407

record the location of their master/ghost copy. If a change occurs to a split edge, this information408

can then be utilised to forward the update, synchronising the copy. Edge cut and vertex hashing409

was chosen as Raphtory’s partition strategy as it has good properties in balancing the number of410

edges per partition and fits will within the decentralised environment. Additionally, as discussed in411

Section 4, partitioning graphs on both space and time is substantially complex even on static data,412

with the algorithm of choice often determining the best strategy[16].413

5.2.2. Writer414

A Partition Manager Writer is responsible for all updates to the state of the in-memory graph.415

Updates come in the form of graph operations extracted from the raw data by Graph Routers, as416

well as synchronisation messages from other Partition Managers. To mitigate spikes in throughput,417

incoming updates are stored in an ordered queue until they are processed by the appropriate function418

within the Entity Storage Singleton, passing the entity ID, property key value pairs and update419

time. These operations are executed in the following manner:420

Adding Entities. When adding an vertex, if no object exists for the given ID one is instan-421

tiated, beginning its history and establishing the property map. If instead an object is already422
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Figure 2: An example stream of graph updates & the equivalent temporal graph once distributed between two
Partition Managers. Entities are coloured according to their most recent state, green for present, red for removed.
Note that the properties for vertex 3 and 4 have been omitted for simplicity.

present, a new Created state will be inserted into its history, even if the latest state denotes a423

creation. This is done in case a remove command has been delayed, which may then be slotted424

between these upon its arrival. Ajoining key value pairs will then be inserted into the property425

map. Edges are initialised or updated in the same fashion, however, receipt of an edge add will426

also generate vertex add commands for its source and destination, avoiding possible hanging edges.427

These will establish placeholder vertices if the ‘real’ commands are yet to arrive or be ignored if they428

are already present. For a split edge, the Partition Manager will propagate the commands to the429

destination vertices Manager, requesting it to create a ghost copy of the edge and the destination430

vertex.431

Removing Entities. Similarly, for deletions, the entity is not checked to see if it is already432

absent as a delayed creation may arrive later and need to be placed between the two removals. If433

no object exists for the entity, a placeholder is instead initialised, beginning the history with the434

Remove state. The delayed creation may then be slotted into the history when it arrives, as well as435

establishing the edges property map. In the case of a split edge removal, the command will again436

be propagated and create placeholders for the source and destination, given these do not exist.437

In addition to a change in its own state, removal of a vertex requires insertion of a Remove state438

into the history of all associated edges. Unfortunately, as only existing objects can be interacted439

with, there is the possibility here for race conditions. Commands creating relevant edges may440

be delayed or received after the vertex removal and, therefore, will not contain this information441

within their history. For example, within Figure 2, if the command which removed vertex 3 arrived442

before the command which added edge 3→4, then only edge 1→3 would exist when the remove is443

executed. 1→3 would, therefore, be updated with the new Removal state, but 3→4 would miss444

this information. To prevent this occurring, the Removals contained in adjoining vertices must be445
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inserted into the edges history upon creation. This way, if an edge misses the execution of a vertex446

removal the information is still present.447

For local edges, Remove states can simply be extracted from the history within the source and448

destination objects. Split edges, however, require the Managers storing the source and destination449

to exchange this information. In this instance, the Manager handling the edge creation will send450

a request for removes present within the destination vertex, along with a set of removes present451

in the source. The receiving Manager will then return the requested data and insert the removes452

into the new edge. This does generate some overhead for edge initialisation, but it is a one time453

occurrence and the exchange is non-blocking, as the request and response is handled as a normal454

update message.455

5.2.3. Archivist456

As one of Raphtory’s main goals is to maintain its graph in-memory, the combined RAM of457

each Partition Managers host machine sets an initial upper bound on its overall size and temporal458

depth. The Archivist reduces memory load on the system by running checks on the stored entities,459

compressing old history and offloading entities which are no longer active onto secondary storage.460

This allows new updates to be inserted into the graph, but also means older history can be retrieved461

for analysis if the user needs to go back further than the hardware limitations will allow.462

As expressed in section 5.2.2, new states are added into an entity history whenever an update is463

received, even when this state matches the previous. This verbose chronicling allows delayed com-464

mands to be inserted into the correct position, but can quickly generate a large memory footprint465

which impacts the amount of updates a Partition Manager can store. For example, a vertex added to466

the graph four times would contain the following history: H=
{
〈t5, created〉, 〈t4, created〉, 〈t2, created〉,467

〈t1, created〉
}

, and as such a Remove occurring at t3, can still be inserted upon arrival. This is468

considered writable history, and states exist in this malleable form for a window of time before it469

is considered implausible for an update to arrive which occurred before it – at which stage it may470

be compressed to save memory. Compression is completed when an Archivist checks an entities471

writable history, iterating through all states. Consecutive points of the same type which have been472

present longer than the established write window are pruned from the tree; reducing the example473

above to: H=
{
〈t4, created〉, 〈t3, removed〉, 〈t1, created〉

}
. This stores the same information, with474

the entity still considered present at t2 and tn>4, but uses 60% of the space. Each of the properties475

associated within an entity will then go through a similar process, removing duplicate values outside476

the compression window.477

As the range of times associated with data ingested by Raphtory can vary from seconds to years,478

the size of the compression window cannot be a static number. Instead, it is set as a percentage479

of the difference between the time of the oldest in-memory update and the newest, adjusting to480

the time-range as more updates are ingested. By default this is set to 90%, meaning that given a481

difference of 10 minutes, any updates which occurred within the last minute would be in a writable482

form, whilst all within the remaining 9 minutes would be compressed. If by the next compression483

cycle the difference has increased to ten days, the oldest 9 days would be compressed. This provides484

a flexible interval for out-of-order updates to be stored correctly, even when bulk ingesting many485

years of data.486

Once compressed, the history is saved by the Archivist to secondary storage. This prevents data487

loss in the case of system errors and simplifies the archiving process. Persistence in Raphtory is488

handled by Cassandra[30]; chosen for its scalability, as well as its high asynchronous write through-489

put on time-series data[31]. When storing an edge or vertex for the first time, a new row within490
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the database is created, storing the entity meta data and representing the history via a Cassandra491

Map. Updates to an already saved entity are then placed within this map, minimising the number492

of rows that must be searched when retrieving an entity for processing. Each row also contains a493

field for the oldest update, allowing pre-filtering at the database level when pulling a large number494

of entities back into Raphtory. This structure is then mirrored for each entity property.495

Finally, once entities have been compressed and persisted, they are safe to be archived i.e.496

removed from the in-memory graph to free up space. The Archivist will attempt to maintain as497

much history in-memory as possible, monitoring the available memory on the host machine and only498

archiving if this passes a user defined threshold. Once the threshold has been crossed, the archivist499

iterates over all entities within the partition, removing events outside a set temporal depth. Similar500

to the compression window, this depth has to be dynamic and change with the time-range currently501

stored. By default this is 10% of compressed history i.e. if 10 minutes of history is compressed,502

any updates within the oldest minute would be deleted. If all events in an entities history are older503

than this depth, the whole entity is archived, leaving only its ID so it can be retrieved at a later504

date if required. This process is then repeated until the available space is back to an acceptable505

level.506

5.3. Reader507

Readers are the processing engine within Raphtory, executing user defined functions on the508

entities within their partition. Readers are completely stateless and operate upon ‘Analysers’ sent509

from Live Analysis Managers. Analysis is based on a vertex centric model, similar to Pregel[6].510

When a reader receives an Analyser, they will complete one superstep, informing the Analysis511

Manager of the completion and returning some partial results. This allows new entities to be512

quickly inserted into any ongoing analysis and provides continuous feedback on the state of the513

in-memory graph.514

To access graph entities inside of a partition, the Analyser must utilise the Graph Retrieval515

Proxy. This proxy masks the complexity of retrieving entities which have been archived and ensures516

only the Writer is able to modify graph state. If analysis is to be performed on the live graph, the517

Proxy will return the most recent state of all present vertices and any messages received within the518

previous superstep. This set may then be iterated over, completing the algorithm specified within519

the Analyser. During this algorithm, associated edge state can be requested and messages may520

be sent to other vertices within the graph. If the analysis is to be performed on a snapshot, it is521

first seen if the requested time t is in-memory or has been pushed onto secondary storage. If it is522

still in-memory, the partitions vertex/edge map is cloned and iterated through, filtering out entities523

created after or removed from the graph at point t. The remaining entities properties are then524

screened to select the value for t, as described in Section 3. Alternatively, if t has been pushed to525

disk, Cassandra is contacted and all relevant entities are brought back into Raphtory. These then526

go through the same filtration processing as those in-memory, generating the required snapshot.527

Taking this one step further, as some machines during a deployment of Raphtory may have528

different memory constraints, it is reasonable to assume that different temporal depths may exist529

on each machine. Given a point in time is chosen which is in-memory on one machine and on disk530

on another, each Reader will generate their portion of the snapshot in the required manner. Whilst531

this may be noticed via the difference in setup time between Partition Managers, it is otherwise532

opaque to the user, necessitating no additional input. The only major caveat with storing cloned533

snapshots is the physical space which they require, which may have to be gained via a reduction534
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of temporal-depth on the live graph. This is, however, handled automatically by the Archivist and535

the memory will be relinquished once the analysis have completed.536

5.4. Live Analysis Manager537

To allow the user to interact with the graph, create snapshots and oversee ongoing analysis,538

Raphtory provides the Live Analysis Manger. Each Live Analysis Manager is responsible for the539

full execution of one Analyser, tracking which superstep the algorithm is on, what functions the540

Reader must run and any termination conditions; broadly split into three stages: setup, analyse541

and finish. Analysis begins with a setup request broadcast to all Readers, performing any prestart542

necessities such as sending initial messages. Once all readers have reported back to the Analysis543

Manager, the first superstep of the analyse stage is broadcast, consisting of the user defined function544

to be executed on each vertex. Once all Reader’s have again notified the Live Analysis Manger545

that they have completed the superstep, it may perform any final aggregation of returned results546

and decide if another superstep is to be performed, or if the analysis is complete. If the latter is547

chosen, the finish stage will be executed, removing any generated snapshots.548

In addition to this base life-cycle, Live Analysis managers support perpetual analysis on the549

live graph. This will have no finalising stage and will continuously run supersteps, including any550

newly ingested updates in the analysis. This gives the user the least stale version of any metrics551

of interest, but as the analysis is occurring in parallel with graph mutations, and updates may552

be delayed, the returned results must only be considered approximative. To check the degree to553

which approximate results are correct, Live Analysis Managers may be requested to recompute554

each result after graph compression has occurred for the time the results were returned. The result555

pairs may then be compared to get a rolling average for accuracy within the system, which can be556

taken into consideration for both business decisions and future algorithmic choice. In line with this,557

it is quite possible that use cases/algorithms evolve throughout the life of a Raphtory Deployment.558

Live Analysis Managers may, therefore, join and leave the cluster at run time. To facilitate this,559

Readers which do not possess a new Analyser version will request the source and compile this at560

run-time, allowing prototyping/algorithmic changes without re-ingesting the raw data on a fresh561

deployment562

5.5. API563

To maximise accessibility, Raphtory provides a simple API for ingesting new data sources and564

performing analysis on the graphs generated. For data ingestion, users must create their own Spout565

and Router, overriding a couple of key functions. For the Spout this is an ingest function which566

attaches to the chosen data source, passing incoming data to the sendToRouter() function which567

handles communication and load balancing between individual Routers. Routers are handled in a568

similar manner, requiring the user to override ParseRawInput, which runs on each message received569

from the Spout. To simplify this conversion, the Router provides a set of functions to create each570

update type, only requiring essential data such as the time of update, entity ID and property key571

value pairs (if applicable). These functions then handle the routing of the created command to the572

relevant Partition Manager.573

Once the input is established, a user may then implement their own Live Analysis Man-574

ager/Analyser pair. The Analyser will require the user to override the setup, analyse & finish575

functions described above, making use of the Graph Retrieval Proxy API. The Analysis Manager576

then requires the completion of two functions, one for processing the partial results received from577

each Reader and one to decide if the algorithm has converged after each superstep. Both of these,578
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however, have helper methods for collecting the data, starting another superstep and sending the579

final results back to the user. Algorithm 1 and 2 below give a flavour of this API, implementing580

the Setup and Analyse Functions for a simple PageRank[32].581

Algorithm 1 Example Setup Function for PageRank

GraphRepoProxy.setTime(t)
size = GraphRepoProxy.VertexCount()
for each vertex ∈ GraphRepoProxy.getV ertices() do

value=1/size
vertex.setProperty(“pageRank”,value)
for each neighbour ∈ vertex.getOutgoingNeighbours() do

GraphRepoProxy.sendMessage(neighbour,value)
end for

end for

Algorithm 2 Example Analyse Function for PageRank

GraphRepoProxy.setTime(t)
size = GraphRepoProxy.VertexCount()
for each vertex ∈ GraphRepoProxy.getV ertices() do

messageTotal=sum(vertex.getMessages())
value=((1/size)*messageTotal)
vertex.setProperty(“pageRank”,value)
for each neighbour ∈ vertex.getOutgoingNeighbours() do

GraphRepoProxy.sendMessage(neighbour,value)
end for

end for

6. Evaluation582

The evaluation of Raphtory is based on the principals established in GraphTides[15]. This583

evaluation framework discusses how distributed stream-based graph processing systems differ from584

their batched/offline counter-parts, key focal points when testing such systems and the importance585

of reproducibility. To best provide the desired reproducibility and simplify deployment, Raphtory’s586

Base implementation has been compiled into a Docker Image1, allowing deployment as a set of587

containers via Docker Swarm. Once deployed, Docker Swarm establishes a virtual network for these588

containers, allowing them to contact the ‘cluster seed’ (a known actor) and any other connecting589

components, forming the overall actor system. This means the number of Spouts, Routers and590

Partition Managers can be set within a configuration file and they will automatically connect with591

each other and set about their given roles. Furthermore, the classes for these actors (implemented592

by the user or otherwise) may also be set within configuration, minimising the need to recompile593

the image.594

1https://hub.docker.com/r/miratepuffin/raphtory/
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Figure 3: Initial evaluation of the maximum update throughput of Partition Managers in various sized clusters.

In addition to the main Raphtory components mentioned, a deployment will also contain a595

Watchdog to monitor the actors via keep-alive messages, informing the user of any problems, as596

well as a Prometheus container for automated log aggregation. Utilising all of these attributes, all597

tests within this evaluation have been automated as part of a Popper Pipeline[33], as requested in598

GraphTides. The scripts for these can be found within the Raphtory Repository2.599

6.1. Initial Testing600

To assess if the fundamental ingestion and maintenance functionality of Raphtory was scalable,601

initial stress testing was carried out on clusters of varying size, increasing update throughput until602

a maximum was reached. Updates for these tests were split into 30% vertex adds, 40% edge adds,603

10% vertex removals and 20% edge removals over a pool of one million unique vertex ID’s (inline604

with the GraphTides datagen) and created within a custom Spout. This Spout was then deployed in605

a geographically separate server, simulating an external event source. Three different sized clusters606

were tested, beginning with Cluster1, a ‘singleton’ implementation with one Graph Router and one607

Partition Manager, and then doubling the amount of components each time; two of each (Cluster2),608

followed by four of each (Cluster4). All clusters were instantiated on servers containing an Intel609

Xeon E3-1284L (8 cores @ 1.8GHz) and 32GB of RAM, with one machine for each Router/Manager610

pair. Additionally, a final server was used to host the watchdog and Prometheus who monitored the611

cluster for failed components or ‘dead letters’ (messages dropped due to queue overflow), ending the612

test run if either occurred and logging the maximum throughput achieved. Figure 3 displays the613

mean command throughput for each cluster over five iterations, split into three groups: ‘Restricted’614

where each component was limited to at most one CPU core; ‘Unrestricted’ where containers could615

utilise all server resources; and ‘Unrestricted + Synchronisation Messages’ which combined the616

total commands in the ‘Unrestricted’ group with a count of the inter-manager messages used to617

2https://github.com/miratepuffin/Raphtory-Deployment
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synchronise split edges.618

When running in restricted mode Cluster1 produced a maximum throughput of 7,000 msg/sec,619

increasing by 85% for Cluster2 and a further 107% for Cluster4. These are very promising results,620

showing that Raphtory makes efficient use of the available facilities and could work well within an621

shared/scarce resource environment. When running in unrestricted mode, utilising the full resources622

at its disposal, Cluster1 produced a maximum throughput of 23,000 msg/sec. Interestingly this623

only increased by 30% to 30,000 in Cluster2, but soared by 90% to 57,000 in Cluster4. As may624

be expected, upon investigation, the dampening of this initial increase was caused by the swap to625

a distributed environment; requiring Routers and Partition Managers in Cluster2 to send inter-626

server updates, unlike the local communication of Cluster1. Secondly, as there are no split edges in627

Cluster1, synchronisation messages are not required. On the other hand, by comparing the total628

number of updates processed in Cluster2 against those just from the Graph Router, over 60% were629

synchronisation messages. Notably though, a large proportion of these are caused by the removal of630

vertices with high in/out degree, generating updates for all associated edges. Removals such as this631

are drastic operations and it is unclear how often they appear in real datasets. This could possibly be632

improved by partially batching inter-manager communication and by better partitioning strategies,633

but this could lead to lower accuracy when performing analysis on the live graph. Additionally,634

this effect wasn’t noticed within the ‘Restricted’ tests as the clusters were limited by the amount635

of raw data a Router could parse whilst running on one core.636

Overall we believe this preliminary testing demonstrates Raphtory is able to efficiently ingest637

and store graph events and scale with the provided resources. However, more testing is required,638

utilising a larger array of machines, real datasets, and exploring the effectiveness of the Raphtory639

analysis model.640

6.2. Future Test Plan641

As discussed in [5], one of the major problems of current Graph processing systems is their lack642

of scalability. The first tests will, therefore, expand on the initial scalability investigation above,643

increasing the total number of servers to 32, with 1 Router and Partition Manager in each. Three644

different configurations will be deployed to investigate the affect compression and saving to disk645

have on the overall throughput. These will consist of: Only archiving, where older history will646

simply be dropped; archiving & compression; and the full archiving, compression and Cassandra647

saving. Updates for these tests will again be generated via the same custom spout slowly increasing648

throughput until a components message queue reaches a set maximum and begins to drop messages,649

at which point the deployment will be decommissioned. Once each cluster size has a known average650

maximum throughput, a second test will be conducted on each, investigating Raphtory’s ability to651

handle more bursty traffic. This will begin by initially ingesting updates at 60% of the maximum652

throughput, but then varying this between 1% and 500%. These will be longer running deployments653

than the previous test, to ensure that the system can fully recover from this sort of input, instead654

of crashing at some point during the future.655

Following this, the general analysis model will be evaluated, performing a user ranking on a656

social graph generated via the LDBC Social Network Benchmark [34]. This will consist of ingesting657

the same size graph (10GB in size) into different deployments, increasing the number of Partition658

Managers and Routers (1-32 each) as with the scalability test. Analysis will then be executed both659

during ingestion and once the graph has been fully built, comparing the time taken for the algorithms660

to converge and thus evaluating the Partition Manager’s ability to share resources between the661

Reader and Writer. Similar analysis will then also be carried out on snapshots, both in-memory662
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and on disk, investigating the memory/throughput impact of building snapshots, the Archivists663

ability to alleviate memory constraints, and the difference in setup time. Finally, the accuracy of664

approximate analysis will be tested by continuously running the algorithm on the live graph and665

comparing the returned values to a ‘golden standard’ generated during snapshot execution. This666

will be additionally supplemented via watermarks injected into the stream, with each actor logging667

the watermark ID and time seen. These will give a good estimate of the ‘true throughput’ of the668

system i.e. the time taken for an update to reach the analysis stage, not just be ingested.669

As all previous tests have only been carried out on generated graphs, Raphtory will also be670

deployed on several real world datasets. The first of these is a full scrape of the social network671

Gab.AI[35], consisting of 26 million posts spanning a 4 year period, metadata on the users who672

made each post and any tagged ‘topics’ (similar to a hashtag). This data will be ingested into673

the largest Raphtory Deployment, with the live graph continuously analysed utilising a ranking674

algorithm modified to take into account the difference between posts, users and topics. As the675

popularity of topics/users can change rapidly within Gab and there is no data which could be676

interpreted as removals, it is a perfect dataset to test Temporal Windowing. The routers for the677

deployment will, therefore, have Temporal Windowing enabled with a window size appropriate for678

the rate of ingestion. The fluctuation in most popular topic/user can then be tracked over time,679

with the initial approximate results once again compared to snapshots to see how accuracy varies680

when deletions are included within the graph.681

The second real dataset used for testing will be the full Bitcoin[36] blockchain. This is by far682

the largest dataset to be tested (over 400GB) and will be used to examine Raphtory’s ability to683

handle input much larger than the available memory; another key feature discussed in [5] where684

several state of the art systems suffer from OOM errors in this situation. This will be built into a685

transaction graph[37] with the aim of performing taint analysis[38] on newly ingested blocks. This686

will be split over two Live Analysis Managers working in tandem, one to attach new transactions687

to the source of their coins (rebuilding the chain as this is obscured from an individual blocks688

perspective) and one to track tainted coins. A secondary objective here will be to compare latency689

of analysis within Raphtory against state of the art blockchain analysis tools such as BlockSci[39],690

which currently take several minutes to ingest and display statistics about a new block once it is691

published. Finally, as several datasets are to be ingested, the effectiveness of history and property692

compression will be tracked to see how this varies both between datasets and throughout time.693

7. Conclusion and Future Work694

In this work we have discussed the importance of making full use of the wealth of information695

in the history of an evolving graph, ingesting updates via a stream and distributing the workload696

to handle modern data demands. Through analysis of the related work it was shown that current697

graph processing systems individually incorporate a subset of these facilities, but seldom combine698

them all. To remedy this, we formalised a temporal graph model along with the semantics for699

updating its structure and property values. We examined the challenges of distributing this model700

and processing in parallel with update ingestion; presenting the Raphtory system as the solution.701

Raphtory splits the graph over a set of Partition Managers which maintain the full history of each702

vertex and edge in-memory; coordinating the ingestion of new updates, analysis requests and data703

archiving. Raphtory Provides easily extensible components to allow users to define their own data704

sources, graph generation and analysis; permitting new Spouts and Analysis Managers to join at705
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run-time. Finally, Raphtory’s scalability was demonstrated via initial throughput testing, with706

further analysis and use cases proposed.707

This is, however, only the beginning of the Raphtory project, with several important additions708

planned for future investigation. The first component of this will be developing an appropriate709

adaptive partitioning strategy[25] to maintain high data locality within the graph. This is a multi-710

faceted problem with several interesting questions, for example: What percentage of neighbours in711

another Partition Manger warrants transfer, and as this is a temporal graph, should recently con-712

nected/active neighbours have more effect on this decision? In addition to this, there are also many713

practical decisions which need to be explored. For instance, as both Graph Partition Managers and714

Graph Routers need to be aware of the location of all vertices, where should the redirection data715

be stored in the absence of a global look-up table. Or, in a similar vein, as history is stored offline716

within each partition, is more effective to split the vertex history between the two machines upon717

re-partitioning, or transfer it asynchronously between cassandra instances.718

Secondly, to enable temporal analysis Raphtory’s current API provides comparison of graph719

views throughout its history, specifying some intrinsic spacing such as hours or days. However,720

by expanding this to work directly on the entities history a larger array of analysis will become721

available, as well as reducing the overhead of executing on a large set of views. There is currently722

little work in this area so there is ample space to explore, both in implementing various use cases,723

but more importantly providing the language and syntax for analysts to truly express what they724

mean when querying history.725
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